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Ave Money Publishing, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 213 x 137 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Tha Eastsidaz Big Tray Deee (
Tracey Davis), Da Lench Mob s J-Dee (DaSean Cooper) and street lit scribe Anthony Barrow serve it
up 3 The Hard Way style with their new book release Los Angeles Tymez: Urban Tales. The street
soldiers spin three tall tales of urban grit that mix sex, drugs and game like a Molotov cocktail
primed to set the reader s imagination on fire. This explosive debut release from Ave Money
Publishing gives them literary license to keep creating more. Your daily news never read this good!
UNFORESEEN, authored by Tracey Big Tray Deee Davis, displays a gripping tale which chronicles
the get money attitude of exotic dancers, Erica, Shacoiya, and Hassani and the early hardships that
forged their friendships. Things take a turn for the worse when they are lured by the ruthless Tasha
Steele, a Federal ex-con, to work in her upscale gentleman s club, Four Play. Loot, lust, lesbianism,
set-ups and wet-ups This is where it all goes down! STREETZ GON CRY, authored by Anthony
Barrow, exposes the unbridled...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Keanu Johns-- Keanu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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